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1
A

Work and jobs
What do you do?
To find out what someone’s job is, you ask ‘What do you do?’
Kerstin talks about her job:
‘I work for a large European car maker. I work on car design. In fact, I run the
design department and I manage a team of designers: 20 people work under me. It’s
very interesting. One of my main responsibilities is to make sure that new model
designs are finished on time. I’m also in charge of design budgets.

Note

‘I deal with a lot of different people in the company. I’m responsible for
coordination between design and production: I work with managers at our
manufacturing plants.’

B

in charge of
+ noun
responsible for + verb + -ing
responsibility
+ infinitive / -ing
One of my responsibilities is to make sure that …
One of my responsibilities is making sure that …
You don’t say: ‘I’m a responsible.’

Word combinations with ‘work’
If you work or have work, you have a job. But you
don’t say that someone has ‘a work’. Work is also
the place where you do your job. You don’t say for
example, ‘at the work’ or ‘to the work’.
Here are some phrases with ‘work’.
The economy is growing fast and more people are
in work – have a job – than ever before. The
percentage of people out of work – without a job –
has fallen to its lowest level for 30 years.
Frank talks about his job:
‘I work in a bank in New York City. I leave for
work at 7.30 every morning. I go to work by train
and subway. I get to / arrive at work at about 9. I’m
usually at work till 6. Luckily, I don’t get ill very
much so I’m not often off work – away from work
due to illness.’

C

Types of job and types of work
A full-time job is one for the whole of the normal working week; a part-time job is
for less time than that. You say that someone works full-time or part-time.
A permanent job does not finish after a fixed period; a temporary job finishes after
a fixed period.
You talk about temporary work and permanent work.
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1.1

Look at A opposite. Pierre is talking about his work. Correct the expressions in italics.
‘I work for a large French supermarket company. It is an international company and
(1) I work about the development of new supermarkets abroad. (2) In fact, I running the
development department and (3) I am manage for a team looking at the possibilities in different
countries. It’s very interesting. (4) One of my main is to make sure that new supermarkets open
on time. (5) I’m also charged with financial reporting. (6) I deal at a lot of different
organizations in my work. (7) I’m responsible of planning projects from start to finish.
(8) I work closely near our foreign partners, and so I travel a lot.’

1.2

Complete each gap in the text with one of the prepositions from B opposite.
Rebecca lives in London and works in public relations.
She leaves home for work at 7.30 am. She drives
work. The traffic is often bad and she worries
(1)
about getting (2)
work late, but she usually arrives
(3)
work at around 9. She finishes work quite late,
at about 8. ‘Luckily, I’m never ill,’ she says. ‘I could never
work.’
take the time (4)
She loves what she does and is glad to be
(5)
work. Some of her friends are not so lucky:
they are (6)
of work.

1.3

What is being advertised in each of these job advertisements (1–6)? Use an expression from C
opposite, including the words in brackets. The first one has been done for you.
1
Librarian required for public library afternoons 2 till 6. (job)

a part-time job

4

2

Teacher needed for summer course,
1 to 31 August (job)

Personal assistant needed
for busy office, 9 am to
5.30 pm (work)

5
Salesman required for showroom – good
prospects for right person (work)

3
Experienced barman wanted,
8 pm until midnight. (work)

6
Lawyer wanted for law firm – long hours,
4 weeks holiday per year (job)

Over to you
If you work, answer these questions.
• What do you do? What are you in charge of?
What are your responsibilities?
• What time do you leave for work? How long does
it take you to get to work? What time do you
arrive at work? Do you take a lot of time off work?

If you don’t work, answer these
questions.
• What sort of job would you like
to do?
• What sort of routine would you
like to have?

• Why do some people prefer to work part-time or to have temporary jobs?
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2
A

Ways of working
Old and new ways
‘I’m an office worker in an insurance company. It’s a nine-to-five
job with regular working hours. The work isn’t very interesting,
but I like to be able to go home at a reasonable time.

You can also say clock
in and clock out.

Note

Note

‘We all have to clock on and clock off every day. In this
company, even the managers have to – which is unusual!’
BrE: flexitime
AmE: flextime

‘I’m in computer programming. There’s a system of flexitime in
my company, which means we can work when we want, within
certain limits. We can start at any time till 11, and finish as early
as 3 – as long as we do enough hours each month. It’s ideal for
me as I have two young children.’

Clocking in

‘I work in a car plant. I work in shifts. I may be on the day shift one week and the
night shift the next week. It’s difficult changing from one shift to another. When I
change shifts, I have problems changing to a new routine for sleeping and eating.
When the company is selling lots of cars, they ask us to work overtime – to work
more hours than usual for more money.’
‘I’m a commercial artist in an advertising agency. I work in London but prefer living
outside the city, so I commute to work every day, like thousands of other
commuters. Using a computer and the Internet, working from home is becoming
more and more popular, and the agency is introducing this: it’s called teleworking
or telecommuting, especially by journalists. But I like going into the office and
working with other people around me.’

B

Nice work if you can get it
All these words are used in front of job and work.
satisfying, stimulating, fascinating, exciting – the work is interesting and gives
you positive feelings
dull, boring, uninteresting, unstimulating – the work is not interesting
repetitive, routine – the work involves doing the same things again and again
tiring, tough, hard, demanding – the work is difficult and makes you tired

C

Nature of work

My work involves
I like / dislike / prefer / enjoy

12

+ noun
human contact
long hours
teamwork
+ -ing
working with figures
dealing with customers
solving problems
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2.1

Look at the six things (a–f) from A opposite. Which person (1–6) is most likely to do each of
the things?
a work in shifts
b work under
a flexitime
system
c telecommute
d commute to
work
e clock in and out
at the same time
every day
f work overtime

2.2

1 A designer in a website design company. Has to be in the office,
but can decide when she wants to start and finish work each day.
2 A manager in a department store in a large city. Lives in the
country.
3 A construction worker on a building site where work goes on
24 hours a day.
4 A worker in a chocolate factory in the three months before
Christmas.
5 A technical writer for a computer company. Lives in the country
and visits the company offices once a month.
6 An office worker in a large, traditional manufacturing company.

Look at the words and expressions in B and C opposite. Five people describe their jobs. Match
the jobs (1–5) with the descriptions (a–e) and put the words in brackets into the correct
grammatical forms.
1 accountant 2 postwoman 3 flight attendant 4 software developer 5 teacher
a ‘Obviously, my work involves
(travel) a lot. It can be quite physically
(demand), but I enjoy
(deal) with customers, except when
they become violent. This doesn’t happen often, but it can be very dangerous for us and the
other passengers.’
b ‘I love my job. It’s very
(stimulate) and not at all
(repeat): no
two days are the same. The children are fine: you see them learn and develop. The parents can
be more of a problem.’
c ‘I was good at maths at school and I like
(work) with figures. But my job
is much less
(bore) and routine than people think. The work
(involve) a lot of human contact and teamwork, working with other managers.’
d ‘You’ve got to think in a very logical way. There’s a lot of teamwork between the developers.
The work can be mentally
(tire), but it’s very satisfying to write a program
that works.’
e ‘Of course, it involves getting up quite early in the morning. But I like
(be) out
in the open air. And you get a lot of exercise. I walk two or three miles every day.’

Over to you
If you work, answer these questions.
• Do you have a nine-to-five job? Do you
have to clock on and off? Is there a
flexitime system in your organization? Are
there people who do shiftwork in your
company?
• Could you do your job working from home?
If so, would you like to?
• What do you like most about your job?
What do you like least?

If you don’t work, answer these questions.
• What sort of working hours would you
like to have when you start working?
• Would you like to work from home?
• What kind of job would you like?
Complete this sentence in five ways to
talk about yourself.
I’d like a job that involves …
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3
A

Recruitment and selection
Recruitment
The process of finding people for particular jobs is recruitment or, especially in
American English, hiring. Someone who has been recruited is a recruit, or in AmE,
a hire. The company employs or hires them and they join the company.
A company may recruit employees directly or use outside recruiters, recruitment
agencies or employment agencies. Outside specialists called headhunters may be
used to find people for very important jobs and to persuade them to leave the
organizations they already work for. Key people recruited like this are headhunted
in a process of headhunting.

B

Applying for a job
Fred is a van driver, but he was fed up with doing long trips.
He looked in the situations vacant pages of his local newspaper,
where a local supermarket was advertising for van drivers for a
new delivery service. He applied for the job by completing an
application form and sending it in.

Note

Harry is a building engineer. He’d been working for the same
company for ten years, but he wanted a change. He looked at
jobs with different engineering companies on a jobs website on
the Internet (see Unit 26). He made an application, sending in
his CV (curriculum vitae – the story of his life) and a covering
letter explaining why he wanted the job and why he was the
right person for it.

C

An application form

Situation, post and position are formal words often used in job advertisements and applications.
BrE: CV; AmE: résumé’ or resume
BrE: covering letter; AmE: cover letter

Selection procedures
Dagmar Schmidt is the head of recruitment at a German
telecommunications company. She talks about the selection
process, the methods that the company uses to recruit people.
‘We advertise in national newspapers and on the Internet. We
look at the backgrounds of applicants – their experience of
different jobs and their educational qualifications.
‘We invite the most interesting candidates to a group discussion.
Then we have individual interviews with each candidate. The
head of the department is also present. We also give the
candidates written psychometric tests to assess their intelligence
and personality.

A job interview

‘After this, we shortlist three or four candidates. We check their
references by writing to their referees – previous employers, teachers, and so on that candidates
have named in their applications. If the references are OK, we ask the candidates to come back
for more interviews. Finally we offer the job to someone, and if they turn it down we have to
think again. (Some applicants may get other job offers at the same time as ours.) If they accept it,
we hire them. We appoint someone only if we find the right person.’
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3.1

Complete the crossword with the correct form of words from A, B and C opposite.
1
3
4

5

6

7

8

3.2

2

Across
5 I phoned to check on my application, but they
said they’d already
someone (9)
6 This job is so important; I think we need to
someone (8)
8 The selection procedure has lasted three months,
but we’re going to
someone next
week (7)
Down
the job, because if she
1 and 2 I hope she
it
, we’ll have to start
looking again (7, 5, 4)
3 The last applicant was very strong, but I
understand he’d had two other job
already (6)
4 They’ve finally
a new receptionist. She
starts work next week (5)
7 Computer programmers wanted. Only those with
UNIX experience should
(5)

Now divide the words in 3.1 into two groups.
1 what a company personnel department does
2 what a person looking for work does.

3.3

Replace the underlined phrases with correct forms of words and expressions from A, B and C
opposite.
Fred had already (1) refused two job offers when he went for (2) a discussion to see if he was
suitable for the job. They looked at his driving licence and contacted (3) previous employers
Fred had mentioned in his application. A few days later, the supermarket (4) asked him if he
would like the job and Fred (5) said yes.
Harry didn’t hear anything for six weeks, so he phoned the company. They told him that they
had received a lot of (6) requests for the job. After looking at the (7) life stories of the (8) people
asking for the job and looking at (9) what exams they had passed during their education, the
company had (10) chosen six people to interview and then given them (11) tests on their
personality and intelligence. They had then given someone the job.

Over to you
If you work, write about the stages of your
recruitment.

If you’re a student, write an application for
a job that you would like to have.
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4
A

Skills and qualifications
Education and training
Two company managers, Kasia Gutowska and Nils Olsen, are talking.
The trouble with graduates – people who’ve just left university – is that their paper
qualifications are good. They might have qualifications in interesting subjects, but they
have no work experience. They just don’t know how business works.

NO:

I disagree. Education should teach people how to think, not train them for a particular
job. One of last year’s recruits graduated from Oxford University with a degree in
philosophy and she’s doing very well!

KG:

Philosophy’s an interesting subject, but for our company, it’s more useful to do training in
a practical subject: it’s better for us if you train as a scientist, and qualify as a biologist or
a doctor, for example.

NO:

Yes, but we don’t just need scientists. We also need good managers, which we can achieve
through in-house training – courses within the company. You know we put a lot of
money into management development, where managers regularly go on specialized
courses in leadership (see Unit 10), finance (see Unit 38), etc. You need to acquire
experience – get knowledge through doing things – for that. It’s not the sort of thing you
can learn when you’re 20!

Note

KG:

B

In AmE, you can also say that someone graduates from high school –
the school that people usually leave when they are 18.

Skilled and unskilled
A skill is a particular ability to do something well, especially because you have learned and
practised it.
Jobs, and the people who do them, can be described as:
highly skilled, e.g. car designer

semi-skilled, e.g. taxi driver

skilled, e.g. car production manager

unskilled, e.g. car cleaner

You can say that someone is:
+ noun
customer care
electronics

skilled at
or skilled in + -ing
communicating
using Excel

C

You can also say that someone is:
good with

computers
figures
people

The right person
These words are often used in job advertisements. Companies look for people who are:

16

Note

methodical, systematic and organized – working in a planned, orderly way
computer-literate – good with computers
numerate – good with numbers
motivated – very keen to do well in their job because they find it interesting
talented – very good at what they do
self-starters; they must be proactive, self-motivated, or
Self-starter and team player are
self-driven – good at working on their own
nouns. The other words in bold
f team players – people who work well with other people
are adjectives.

a
b
c
d
e
a
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4.1

Look at A opposite. Complete each sentence with the
correct word.
Mumbai University
1 Ravi graduated
a degree
philosophy and
politics.
2 He taught for a while, but didn’t like it. He wanted
to get a qualification
accountancy and
decided to train
an accountant at evening
classes.
3 He qualified
an accountant and joined a
big accountancy firm in its Mumbai office.
4 After he had acquired some experience, he went
a number of management courses to get
training
team-building and other skills.

4.2

Look at B opposite. Are these jobs generally considered to be highly skilled, skilled, semi-skilled
or unskilled? Use each expression twice.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

4.3

teacher
brain surgeon
car worker on a production line
labourer (someone doing basic work on a building site)
office cleaner
airline pilot
bus driver
office manager

Complete these extracts from job advertisements using words from C opposite.
1

You’ll be researching developments on the Internet, so you have to be
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . You must be _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , able to
work on your own initiative, and a _ _ _ _- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . But as part of
a team of researchers, you’ll need to be a good _ _ _ _- _ _ _ _ _ _ too.

3

2
You’ll need to be
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , as
you’ll be working
on ﬁnancial
budgets.

5

4
As part of our sales team,
you’ll be working
independently, so you have
to be self-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
and self-_ _ _ _ _ _ .

We need _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ journalists who are very good
at their job and extremely _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ – very keen
to ﬁnd out as much as they can about news stories.

We’re looking for
someone who
can work on ten
projects at once,
without being told
what to do.
You must be a
_ _ _ _-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ –
__________,
__________
and _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .

Over to you
Write a job description for your job or one you would like to have.
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5
A

Pay and benefits
Wages, salary and benefits
‘My name’s Luigi and I’m a hotel
manager in Venice. I get paid a
salary every month. In summer,
we’re very busy, so we do overtime –
work a lot of extra hours. The pay
for this is quite good. Working in a
hotel, we also get some nice perks –
for example, free meals!’

‘I’m Ivan and I work as a waiter in Prague. I like my job even if I don’t earn very
much: I get paid wages every week by the restaurant. We get the minimum wage –
the lowest amount allowed by law. But we also get tips – money that customers
leave in addition to the bill. Some tourists are very generous!’
‘Hi, I’m Catherine, and I’m a saleswoman in luxury goods, based in Paris. I get a
basic salary, plus commission – a percentage on everything I sell. If I sell more than
a particular amount in a year, I also get a bonus, which is nice. There are some
good fringe benefits with this job: I get a company car, a BMW; there’s a health
plan to pay the costs of medical treatment if I get ill; and the company makes
payments for my pension – money that I’ll get regularly after I stop working. So,
with the bonuses, the car, the health plan and the pension, I’ve got a very nice
benefits package. And the working conditions are good too: I have a nice office and
I don’t have to travel too much.’

B

Compensation 1
Catherine mentioned her pay and conditions. Remuneration and compensation are
formal words used to talk about pay and conditions, especially those of senior
managers. Remuneration package and compensation package are used especially in
the US to talk about all the pay and benefits that employees receive. For a senior
executive, this may include share options (BrE) or stock options (AmE), the right to
buy the company’s shares (see Unit 36) at low prices. There may be performance
(-related) bonuses if the manager reaches particular objectives for the company.

C

Compensation 2
Compensation is also used to talk about money and other benefits that someone
receives if they are forced to leave the organization, perhaps after a disagreement
with other managers in what newspapers call a boardroom row. This money is in
the form of a compensation payment or severance payment. If someone also
receives benefits with this, the payment and the benefits form a compensation
package or severance package.
In Britain, executives with very high pay and benefits may be referred to as fat cats,
implying that they do not deserve this level of remuneration.
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5.1

Xavier and Yvonne are talking about Xavier’s new job as a photocopier salesman. Sometimes,
they don’t use the exact names for things that they are talking about. Complete these
expressions, using items from A opposite.
1 X: I get paid every month, rather than every week.
Y: I see. You get a
, not wages.
2 X: I usually have to work late: I don’t get paid for it, but I do get a percentage for every
photocopier I sell.
Y: So you don’t get
, but you do get
. That’s good.
3 X: And the people in production get a
if they reach their targets.
Y: Oh right. They get an extra payment if they produce more than a certain amount.
4 X: And the extras are great: the company pays for medical treatment if we get ill and the
company restaurant is fantastic.
Y: Wow! The company
sound very nice.
5 X: And they’ve given me a
to go and visit clients.
Y: So you don’t have to buy a car then.
6 X: What’s more, there’s a very good scheme where the company pays in money for us to get
when we don’t work any more.
Y: Yes, it’s important to get a good
.
7 X: The total
is brilliant.
Y: Yes, all those extras are really worth having.

5.2

Which expressions from B and C opposite could be used to complete each of these newspaper
extracts?
1

3

KEVIN DAVIS QUITS AS MF
GLOBAL CHIEF

Shareholder anger boiled over at the company’s
annual meeting in July, with Greg Newton, one
activist, saying Mr Davis ‘should be taken out
and shot’. MF Global said Mr Davis’s

When things get tough, senior executives
should get a pay rise, right? Top executives
at Kingﬁsher, which owns B&Q, and at
Vodafone seem to think that directors should
be entitled to large amounts of extra pay
even when their companies are doing badly.

(2 possibilities) would be worth $7.5 million.

2

UNDERACHIEVED? HAVE A
!

PUBLIC ANGER AT BANKING EXECUTIVES’ PAY

4

Anger at the
s (2 possibilities) of bank
executives is high. Henry Waxman, the California
Democrat, this week sent letters to nine of the biggest
investment banks asking why they have set aside $108
billion for salaries and bonuses in a year when they have
received $125 billion in government aid.

NEW THINKING
Following the UK government’s rescue of
the banks, voters will say, ‘If you could find
the money to clear up the mess left by a few
greedy
, then you can find the
money to fund this bus service / save this
village school / renationalize the railways.’

Over to you
In what order of attractiveness would you put these benefits in relation to your job or one
that you would like to have? Give your reasons.
salary
commission

share options
pension

company car
health plan

performance-related bonus
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